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Abstract— Feature-based lidar odometry methods have at-
tracted increasing attention due to their low computational
cost. However, theoretically analysis of the effect of extracted
features on pose estimation is still lacked. In this paper,
we propose a method of key-feature selection for lightweight
lidar inertial odometry, KFS-LIO, to further enhance the real-
time performance by selecting the most effective subset of
lidar feature constraints. Aiming at explaining the correlation
between the feature distribution and state errors, a quantita-
tive evaluation method of lidar constraints is introduced. In
addition, to avoid recalculating the reprojection matrices in
de-skewing step, we use the intermediate variables in IMU
preintegration to compensate for lidar motion distortion. The
experimental results demonstrate that KFS-LIO can reduce half
of the LOAM features and provide comparable accuracy with
the state-of-the-art odometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of navigation information, including po-
sition, speed, attitude and three-dimensional map, is a key
issue that needs to be solved when completing autonomous
navigation tasks. Lidars and cameras are the most widely
used sensors to perceive the environment for Simultaneous
Localization And Mapping (SLAM). The Lidar using time-
of-flight measurements has advantages over cameras, because
its ranging accuracy is insensitive to the distance and illu-
mination. With the development of lidar sensor technology,
lidar costs are declining, hence the application range of lidar
odometry and mapping is expanding.

Despite the high reliability and precision, a moving lidar
usually suffers from the motion distortion, for the ranging
measurements are not captured instantaneously. In contrast
to cameras, another drawback of lidar is that disordered
point cloud cannot provide sufficient semantic information,
which makes inter-frame matching and loop closure detec-
tion challenging. With the development of lidar odometry
in the past decade, feature-based matching methods [1]–[4]
are proposed to solve the aforesaid problems and require
less computational resources than the typical iterative closest
point (ICP) [5] approach. The LOAM [1] among them is
considered to be a state-of-the-art algorithm, and has been
applied widely in subsequent research [6]–[9]. It reduces the
amount of computation by extracting edge and planar points
according to the roughness of the surrounding region.
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However, in the odometry module of LOAM, it uses
the ego-motion estimation obtained from two adjacent lidar
frames to compensate for motion distortion. This module
requires time-consuming continuous iteration of pose es-
timation and de-skewing step until convergence. To avoid
the unnecessary recalculation, we utilize the intermediate
variables in the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) preintegra-
tion process [10] to complete the de-skewing. In addition,
de-skewed lidar points need to be continuously corrected
along with the optimization process, so we record lidar
features with the associated frames rather than directly
adding them to the global map. Because the preintegrated
IMU measurements are independent of the state estimation,
the reprojection matrices for de-skewing do not need to be
recomputed every time the state changes after optimization.
Furthermore, we only retain the most effective subset of lidar
features by implementing the key-feature selection module.

In this paper, we propose a Key-Feature Selection for
Lidar Inertial Odometry, referred to as KFS-LIO. Inspired
by the Dilution Of Precision (DOP) concept [11] in the
field of satellite positioning, we introduce a quantitative
evaluation method for constraints derived from lidar features.
According to the evaluation function, a selection algorithm
is presented to exclude the least important feature matching
results. Additionally, a formula is derived to determine the
appropriate opportunity for loop closure detection, thus no
need to detect at every moment. The main contributions of
our work has three aspects as following:
• A tightly-coupled lidar inertial odometry framework

is proposed. In order to enhance the real-time per-
formance, improvements have been made in the de-
skewing and key-feature selection module.

• A quantitative evaluation method of constraints derived
from lidar features is introduced. The evaluation func-
tion can indicate the correlation between lidar con-
straints and the uncertainty of state estimation.

• A key-feature selection algorithm is presented to ex-
clude the feature matching relationships with less con-
tribution, so as to achieve an expectable compromise
between accuracy and computational cost.

II. RELATED WORK

In the development of lidar odometry, researchers have
made a lot of efforts to reduce the computational cost. The
iterative closest point (ICP) [5] method aligns the dense
points between two scans, hence both its accuracy and com-
putational complexity depend on the large quantity of points.
The LOAM [1], as a representative of geometry feature
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matching methods, realizes a high-frequency odometry by
extracting effective lidar cloud features. In this way, the
amount of calculation can be reduced because the edge points
and planar points to be matched are more sparse. However,
LOAM utilizes the ego-motion estimation to iteratively com-
plete distortion correction, which is similar to VICP [12] and
will lead to additional computational overhead.

An alternative way to register de-skewed laser points
is to take advantage of the complementary properties of
other sensors, such as GPS, visual odometry and IMU
[13]–[15]. For the tightly-coupled lidar inertial odometry
methods, which IMU is involved in the optimization process,
researchers usually enhance the real-time performance by im-
proving back-end estimation algorithms. LINS [16] designs
an iterated error-state Kalman filter to ensure that the system
is computationally tractable. LIO-SAM [7] implements the
lidar inertial odometry through a factor graph, and takes the
loop closure constraint based on the Euclidean distance as a
new type of factor. In addition, by proposing the approach of
sub-keyframes, the scan-matching in LIO-SAM is performed
at a local scale rather than the global scale in LOAM.
Although these lidar inertial odometry methods have shown
feasible computational efficiency, their front-ends still share
the same feature extraction idea with LOAM. Thus the real-
time performance can be further improved by selecting the
most effective subset of lidar feature constraints.

In fact, the selection of features has already been discussed
in the previous research, but it is mainly to eliminate invalid
points from a technical point of view, without theoreti-
cally analyzing the contribution of each feature to accuracy.
LOAM excludes feature points which lie on a plane roughly
parallel to the laser beam or on the boundary of an occluded
area. Loam livox [17] removes the points with extreme
intensity values and incident angles, as well as those near
the edge of the field of view or hidden behind obstacles.
LIO-mapping [8] states that edge points cannot improve the
odometry results in practice. While Lego-LOAM [6] retains
both edge points and plane points, and makes efforts to
extract features evenly from all directions.

In order to theoretically explain whether the geometric
distribution of feature points will affect the accuracy, we use
the DOP concept in the satellite positioning field for refer-
ence. The DOP reflects the influence of observation noise on
the uncertainty of the estimated state, so a small DOP value
indicates an ideal satellite geometric distribution. This paper
introduces an evaluation method for lidar feature constraints,
which further contributes to the real-time improvement of
tightly-coupled lidar inertial odometry.

III. LIDAR-INERTIAL ODOMETRY WITH
KEY-FEATURE SELECTION

The lidar-inertial odometry proposed in this paper aims to
estimate the position and ego-motion state using constraints
derived from sensor observations. In order to describe the
odometry process clearly, we define three reference frames.

The body frame is denoted by {B}. Its origin is defined
at the center of the mobile platform. For convenience, we

Fig. 1: The framework of the KFS-LIO proposed in this
paper. The blue blocks correspond to the key innovations,
which are discussed in subsection III-D.

assume that the IMU frame is coincident with frame B. The
lidar coordinate frame is denoted by {L}. The point cloud is
measured in this frame. Since sensors are rigidly attached to
the mobile platform, the transformation from lidar to IMU
is considered to be known from prior calibration. The map
frame {M}, which coincides with the initial body frame, is
used to present the trajectory and mapping results. Its z axis
is defined as the normal to the surface of the earth ellipsoid.
The other two axes are on the plane orthogonal to the z-axis
and conform to the right-handed corkscrew rule.

A. Problem Statement and System Overview

We regard the odometry process as a state estimation
problem, the state vector at time tk contains orientation,
position, velocity and IMU biases

xk =
[
Rk

T ,pk
T ,vk

T ,bgk
T
,bak

T
]T
. (1)

The transformation Tk = [Rk |pk ] from frame B to frame
M belongs to SE(3), while velocity vk, gyroscope bias bgk,
and accelermeter bias bak belong to R3.

Fig.1 shows an overview of the proposed KFS-LIO. Our
algorithm concentrates on a subset of lidar observations,
which is called keyframe, instead of estimating every state
vector when a new observation arrives. In addition, the
preintegration technique [10] can not only avoid recomputing
high-dimensional matrices in the estimation process, but also
provide motion information for keyframe selection. When
the movement between the current frame L and the previous
keyframe exceeds an artificial threshold, the current frame
will be added to Kn, which denotes the set of all keyframes
up to time tn.

Therefore, in KFS-LIO, the state to be estimated is Xn =
{xi}i∈Kn

. When it is assumed that these measurement errors
conform to a zero-mean Gaussian distribution, solving the
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) problem is equivalent to
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minimizing the negative log-likelihood, which can be written
in the form of the squared Mahalanobis distance

X̂n = arg min
Xn

‖r0‖2Σ0
+
∑

(i,j)∈Kn

∥∥rIij∥∥2ΣI
+
∑
j∈Kn

∑
l∈Fj

∥∥rLjl∥∥2ΣL
.

(2)
where Fj is used to denote lidar features at time tj . The
residual function r0 and its covariance matrix Σ0 depend on
the initialization, so will not be discussed in detail here. rIij
and ΣI depend on the IMU preintegration, their definitions
will be discussed in III-B. The residual items rLjl and ΣL

corresponding to lidar features will be introduced in III-C.
After obtaining the residual functions, the feature evaluation
and selection method is introduced in III-D. Subsequently,
the opportunity decision of loop closure detection in III-
E can further avoid unnecessary calculations. Then the
weighted least-squares problem of (2) can be solved by the
conventional optimization algorithms, such as Gauss-Newton
method and Levenberg-Marquardt method; or solved by the
mature frameworks, e.g., g2o [18] and iSAM2 [19].

B. IMU Preintegration and De-skewing

An IMU measures the motion of frame B with respect
to an inertial frame. In this paper, we treat frame M as
an inertial frame, while ignoring the earth rotation. The
preintegration theroy [10] makes the assumption that the
acceleration and angular rate remain constant within an IMU
sampling interval ∆t. In the subsequent statement, we ignore
the small time gap between lidar and IMU observations
caused by loose time synchronization. Considering the ef-
fects of biases b and random noise η, the motion increments
during the time interval between two keyframes at times ti
and tj can be written as:

∆Rij =

j−1∏
k=i

Exp
[(
ω̃Bk − bgk − η

gd
k

)
∆t
]

∆vij =

j−1∑
k=i

∆Rik

(
ãBk − bak − ηadk

)
∆t

∆pij =

j−1∑
k=i

[
∆vik∆t+

1

2
∆Rik

(
ãBk −bak−ηadk

)
∆t2

]
(3)

where ∆Rij = RT
i Rj , while ∆vij and ∆pij are not

related to true physical changes, but to the preintegrated
IMU measurements which are independent of the state vector
at time ti. Exp (·) is the exponential map for SO(3). The
superscript B denotes the frame in which the kinematic
property is represented, for example, ãBk and ω̃Bk denote the
measurements of specific force and angular rate at time tk in
frame B. ηadk and ηgdk denote the discrete-time random noise.
We only give a brief introduction here, for more detailed
calculations of the residual error rIij and its covariance ΣI ,
please refer to the derivation in [10].

Since motion increment ∆Tk,k+1 = [∆Rk,k+1 |∆pk,k+1 ]
between time tk and time tk + ∆t can be obtained during
the preintegration process, its linear interpolation is used to
compensate for the motion distortion. We use P̃j to represent

a lidar cloud, its subscript is consistent with the end time tj
of the sweep. Under the assumption of a constant velocity
motion model, the transformation between frame L at time
tk and t can be calculated as:[

∆φkt
∆pkt

]
=
t− tk

∆t

[
∆φk,k+1

∆pk,k+1

]
, (4)

where ∆φk,k+1 consists of the rotation angle and rotation
axis of ∆Rk,k+1. For a certain point in P̃j observed at time
t, the rotation ∆φkt and translation ∆pkt can be used to
reprojected the point to the frame L at time tj .

C. Feature Extraction and Matching
The feature extraction and matching method in this paper

is similar to that introduced in LOAM [1]: first a smoothness
evaluation variable is used to select edge points and planar
points, and then the corresponding edge lines and planar
patches in other keyframes will be selected and used to
construct residuals. Since the LOAM method needs to utilize
the motion estimation obtained from the standalone lidar to
correct distorted points, it realizes the feature matching from
frame-to-frame at a high frequency and from frame-to-map
at a lower frequency. In our algorithm, the motion estimation
for de-skewing can be replaced by the intermediate variables
in the IMU preintegration, thus only the feature matching
from frame-to-submap is retained.

For the de-skewed feature points Fj , the transformation in
the state vector Tj = [Rj |pj ] is used to transfrom Fj from
the frame L at time tj to frame M . We denote the reprojected
features as FMj . When finding the correspondences of FMj ,
the effective results should mainly exist in the keyframes
that are close to the current position pj in physical distance.
In order to reduce the computational cost, only a set of
suitable keyframes is selected to construct a sub-map, and
then the feature matching is performed between the current
frame and the sub-map. Normally, the sub-map is composed
of serval most recent keyframes, but when there is a loop
closure exists, the keyframes adjacent to the loop candidate
will also be added to the sub-map.

For an edge point l in FMj , pMj,l denotes its position
represented in frame M , pMi,α and pMi,β denote the positions
of its two nearest neighbors in different scans at time ti. For
an planar point l in FMj , pMi,α, pMi,β , and pMi,γ denote the
positions of three non-collinear points in its corresponding
planar patch. The distance between the feature l and its
corresponding edge line or planar patch, can be calculated
by (5). The resulting residuals rLjl derived from lidar features
is equivalent to the difference between the true distance
d = {de, dp} and the estimated distance d̂ = {d̂e, d̂p}.

d̂e =

∣∣∣(pMj,l − pMi,α

)
×
(
pMj,l − pMi,β

)∣∣∣∣∣∣pMi,α − pMi,β

∣∣∣

d̂p =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
pMj,l − pMi,α

)(
pMi,α − pMi,β

)
×
(
pMi,α − pMi,γ

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(pMi,α − pMi,β

)
×
(
pMi,α − pMi,γ

)∣∣∣
(5)
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Fig. 2: An example of the extracted edge points (red) and
planar points (green). Scan line indicates the line of sight.

D. Feature Evaluation and Selection

Through feature matching, we obtain many constraints
derived from lidar measurements, and their corresponding
residuals rLjl will be used for state estimation. However, in
order to reduce the computational cost, we hope to exclude
some unnecessary constraints within the acceptable range of
accuracy loss, instead of using all data.

1) Evaluation: In the lidar odometry process, the line of
sight from the mobile platform to a feature point is quite
similar to the principle of satellite positioning, as shown
in Fig.2. In the research field of satellite, the effect of
signal geometry can be quantified using the DOP concept
[11]. It indicates how much the measurement noise can
affect the uncertainty of the state variable, so a smaller
DOP value corresponds to a better geometric distribution.
Inspired by the Position Dilution Of Precision (PDOP), an
evaluation function for lidar constraints will be derived from
the mathematical perspective below.

The state error of position at time tj is δpj, which is
defined as the difference between the true value and the
estimation. According to (2), the objective function to be
minimized can be expressed as a quadratic in the form of
matrix:

G(X j) = r(X j)
T
Σ−1r (X j) . (6)

Since errors of IMU residual rIij and lidar residual rLjl are
independent, the effects of IMU and lidar on state error δpj

can be discussed separately. The residual function r(X j)
discussed in this subsection is composed of rLjl = d − d̂,
where j ∈ Kn, l ∈ Fj . Using the Taylor series expansion to
first order, the state correction δpj can be approximated as

δpj =
(
JTΣ−1J

)−1
JTΣ−1r (X j) , (7)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of r (X j) with respect to pj ,
and Σ represents the weight and is often simplified as an
identity matrix. At the results of the iterative optimization,
the error covariance matrix for δpj and pj is

cov (δpj) =
(
JTJ

)−1
σ2
L. (8)

The matrix JTJ is a 3×3 symmetric matrix and depends on
the relative geometry of lidar features according to (5). Note
that in (8), we assume that the components of r (X j) are
independent and identically distributed. Thus the covariance
of r (X j) is defined as a scalar multiple σ2

L of the identity.

Algorithm 1: Selection for Lidar Constraints

Input: rLjl, J, λ and µ
Output: rL,newjl , and compression rate c(λ)

1 begin
2 Sort constraints in random order, rL,newjl = rLjl;
3 Compute the evaluation value E(rLjl);
4 Compute the upper limit: Esup = λ · E(rLjl);
5 for each element in rLjl do
6 Let rL,tempjl consists of elements other than

the current one in rL,newjl ;
7 Delete the corresponding row in J, then

compute E(rL,tempjl );
8 if E(rL,tempjl ) ≤ min{Esup, µ} then
9 rL,newjl = rL,tempjl ;

10 Update J with the Jacobian of rL,newjl ;
11 end
12 end

13 c(λ) =
‖rL,new

jl ‖
0

‖rLjl‖0
;

14 Return c(λ) and rL,newjl ;
15 end

A necessary condition of the above assumption is that the
noise associated with ranging measurements is independent
of the distance. The lidars using time-of-flight measurements
meet this requirement, while the cameras can not.

According to the stated derivation, it can be seen that the
matrix

(
JTJ

)−1
quantify how lidar residual errors translate

into components of the covariance of δpj . When only
considering the main diagonal elements of cov (δpj), the
evaluation function E (·) of features can be computed by:

E
(
rLjl
)

=

√
tr
[
(JTJ)

−1
]
, (9)

where tr (·) is the trace of a matrix. The difference between
the DOP and the evaluation function introduced in this paper
is that the Jacobian in the former is directly constituted by
the line-of-sight vectors, while the latter needs to calculate
partial derivatives of the lidar residual function.

2) Selection: Before the feature selection, some infer-
ences can be obtained according to the evaluation method:
• The fewer lidar constraints available, the larger evalua-

tion value and estimation error.
• The evaluation of lidar feature constraints is affected

by the relative geometry of points on the corresponding
edge lines and planar patches.

In this work, the selection is aimed at the feature match-
ing relationships, rather than directly deleting some feature
points from the submap based on the evaluation results.
To make an appropriate compromise between accuracy and
computational cost, we define an accuracy magnification
factor λ, which indicates how many times the state error can
be tolerated. We also define the upper bound µ of the evalu-
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ation function. The selection method for lidar constraints is
described as Algorithm 1. Note that since each element in
rLjl corresponds to a set of feature matching relationships,
the element is used to indicate whether a relationship is
retained. This selection method can be further accelerated, if
a single element in the loop is replaced by a subset containing
multiple elements.

The result of this selection method is affected by the
order of features, so the selected set may not be the optimal
solution. Nevertheless, in the next section of experiments, the
effectiveness of this selection method will be demonstrated.

E. The Appropriate Opportunity for Loop Closure Detection

When a loop closure occurs, a decrease in the uncertainty
of the state estimation is expected. In this case, if the state
estimation errors are small, such as when the odometry has
just started, or when the last loop closure detection has just
finished, there is actually no need to perform the detection.
In this paper, we set a threshold to determine the appropriate
opportunity for detection. If the pose is taken as the main
consideration, the threshold is set as (10). When the state
error exceeds this threshold, it is considered that the accuracy
of the estimation problem needs to be improved, thus then
the loop closure detection is performed at each keyframe.√

tr
[
(JTΣ−1J)

−1
]

(10)

Here J is the Jacobian matrix of r (Xn) with respect to xn.
The residual function r (Xn) contains the lidar residuals rLjl
and IMU residuals rIij . Σ is the corresponding covariance
matrix.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of KFS-LIO
in terms of accuracy and computational cost, and compare
it with LOAM [1] and LIO-SAM [7]. All methods are
implemented in C++ and executed on a computer with
the Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPU@2.20GHz, using the Robot
Operating System (ROS) [20] in Ubuntu Linux.

The following experiments are performed on the KAIST
urban dataset [21], which was collected by a mapping vehicle
equipped with two 3D lidar sensors, an Xsens MTi-300
IMU and some other navigation sensors. We choose KAIST
dataset to evaluate the algorithms because it provides a
development tool that can adjust the publishing speed of
sensor measurements. In addition, the Virtual Reference
Station (VRS)-GPS can provide positioning results with an
accuracy within 10cm, thus its measurements are used as
the ground truth. All methods only use the Velodyne VLP-
16 lidar on the right side, which was mounted at the rear of
the vehicle and tilted about 45 degrees.

A. Evaluation for the KFS-LIO framework

To analyze the accuracy of KFS-LIO, experiments were
carried out on three datasets in [21]. The urban08 and
urban15 datasets were collected in the residential area, while
urban07 dataset was collected in the apartment complex

(a) urban08 (b) urban15

Fig. 3: The mapping results of KFS-LIO, which show a good
alignment with Google Map.

TABLE I: Relative errors for position estimation

DataSet Distance (km) LOAM LIO-SAM KFS-LIO
Urban07 2.549 4.96% 0.96% 0.93%
Urban08 1.56 2.24% 1.57% 1.52%
Urban15 5.43 2.63% 1.63% 1.65%

scenario. For all experiments in this subsection, the accuracy
magnification factor for KFS-LIO is set as λ = 1.2. From
the qualitative perspective, the mapping results of KFS-LIO
can achieve the lane-level accuracy as shown in Fig.3 .

As for the quantitative perspective, the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) is used to measure the gap between the
estimation and the ground truth provided by VRS-GPS. The
relative errors are listed in Table I, which are RMSE results
compared to the path length of dataset. The corresponding
odometry results are shown in Fig.4. From the results, it can
be seen that KFS-LIO has better performance in accuracy
than LOAM. In the meantime, KFS-LIO shows comparable
accuracy with LIO-SAM when they are both required to run
in real-time. We take the experimental results on urban07
as an example, the relative RMSE of KFS-LIO is 0.93%,
slightly better than that of LIO-SAM, which is 0.96%. These
two relative errors are significantly smaller than the result
of LOAM, because there are some loop closure constraints
available in urban07 dataset.

B. Evaluation for the Key-Feature Selection Module

The key-feature selection module proposed in this paper
also can be used in other lidar odometry methods. To verify
the effectiveness of the KFS module, we add it to LOAM.
Thus the impact of IMU on state estimation can be avoided.

We set the accuracy magnification factor λ to 1.2, 2.0,
and 2.5 for experiments. The LOAM with random feature
selection (RFS) is used as the comparison method, and the
standard LOAM is regarded as the baseline. The RFS module
is designed to randomly delete lidar constraints to ensure that
its average compression rate is almost equal to that of KFS
module. Table II shows the experimental results of different
feature selection modules on urban08 dataset. In Table II,
Aver.c is the compression rate defined in the subsection
III-D, and Aver.E is the average value of the evaluation
function. At the same time, the resulting boxplots are shown
in Fig.5, and the trajectories are shown in Fig.6.
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(a) urban07 (b) urban08 (c) urban15

Fig. 4: The trajectories of GPS, LOAM, LIO-SAM and KFS-LIO.

TABLE II: The average compression rate and evaluation
value for KFS module and Random module

Factor λ = 1.2 λ = 2.0 λ = 2.5
Method KFS RFS KFS RFS KFS RFS
Aver.c 86.1% 86.0% 61.7% 62.0% 47.8% 48.0%
Aver.E 0.26 0.30 0.31 0.48 0.36 0.61

Fig. 5: The boxplot of the constraint numbers(a), the evalu-
ation value(b), and the runtime(c) per scan.

We can see that when λ = 1.2, 86.1% of the original
features can provide a trajectory with a similar accuracy to
LOAM. When λ is set to 2.0 and 2.5, 61.7% and 47.8% of the
original features are retained, and the resulting trajectories
still show no obvious drift. By contrast, the methods with
RFS module have failed. In Fig.5, K1.2 is the abbreviation of
“KFS λ = 1.2”. From the evaluation value of Fig.5(b), it can
be concluded that the smaller evaluation value does indicate
the better set of constraints. In practice, it is found that
more feature points are needed when rotating, otherwise the
accuracy will be degraded; while keeping approximately 35%
of the original features is sufficient to maintain acceptable
accuracy on the straight path. Additionally, in order to ensure
the accuracy and reliability, the upper bound µ is best set to
no more than 0.6 when λ reaches a larger value.

Fig.5(c) compares the runtime of each module. Since

Fig. 6: The trajectories of different feature selection methods.

the odometry module in LOAM iteratively complete the
de-skewing, feature matching and optimization, it takes an
average of 39 milliseconds to run. As for the KFS module,
the runtime is 5.66ms on average. “KFS-Opti for2.5” in
Fig.5(c) represents the runtime of optimization after adding
KFS module with parameter λ = 2.5. It can be seen that the
optimization time decreases with the reduction of features.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

A key-feature selection for lidar inertial odometry is
proposed for real-time motion estimation and mapping. In
order to reduce the computational cost, we introduce a quan-
titative evaluation method of lidar constraints and present
a selection module which only retains the most effective
subset of lidar features. The experimental results showed
that the extracted lidar features from LOAM are redundant,
and the number of feature points can be reduced to 50%
according to the proposed method. In the future work, the
accuracy magnification factor in KFS module can be adjusted
adaptively according to the prior motion information, and the
number of feature points is expected to be further reduced.
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